




Whether in the guest room or conference room, 

Humanscale’s high-performance products offer

unmatched comfort to meet the unique demands 

of the business traveler. 

For back-of-house applications, Humanscale 

leads the way with award-winning ergonomic 

solutions that create the most comfortable 

place to work.

Treat your guests to
unparalleled performance 

and ergonomic comfort.



Liberty
Heralding the next generation in mesh seating, Liberty offers dynamically

adjusting recline and innovative Form-Sensing Mesh Technology for

exceptional body-fitting comfort.

Liberty Side Chair
Revolutionary mesh technology meets timeless design in the Liberty Side 

chair, featuring automatic lumbar support for ultimate comfort.
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Freedom Task Chair
The “gold standard in office

seating,” Freedom’s groundbreaking 

design and unparalleled ease of 

use offers the ultimate task chair 

experience.

Freedom Saddle Seat
The most comfortable and

versatile stool ever made, the 

Freedom Saddle’s triangular 

cushion puts the spine into

a healthy lordotic curve and

reduces pressure points for 

seated comfort.



Cinto Stacking Chair

Offering unprecedented comfort and ergonomic features for a chair in its 

class, Cinto moves with the body and minimizes pressure points for all-day 

sitting comfort in a convenient stacking chair. 



Diffrient Light

A shining example of ergonomic design and superior

engineering, the Diffrient Light promotes energy efficiency 

in a highly adjustable and elegant package. Available with 

or without integrated data and power.

L2 Notebook Manager & 5G Keyboard Support

These complementary products offer all the comfort of 

an ergonomic workstation for laptop computer users: the 

L2 offers monitor adjustability while the 5G (shown on 

cover) provides ideal positioning of an external keyboard 

and mouse.

Monitor Arms

Featuring effortless adjustment, perfect stability, and 

sleek aesthetics, Humanscale’s many M4 and M7

monitor arm configurations suit any need.



www.humanscale.com/hospitality

Recognized by I.D. Magazine as
one of 10 “Best Companies” 
worldwide that help push design
forward.
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